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by Mark Raczkiewycz

KYIV – When Soviet-era Ukrainian dissi-
dent Vasyl Stus died under mysterious cir-
cumstances in a high-security Russian labor 
camp near the Ural Mountains on September 
4, 1985, it had been 20 years since his 
poems were last published in the USSR. 

Now, a book about the last five years of 
his life is at risk of being pulled off store 
shelves and from online shopping carts 
after pro-Russian lawmaker Viktor 
Medvedchuk won a libel case against the 
author on October 19 in a Kyiv civil court. 

Judge Maryna Zastavenko ruled to halt 
the further sale and distribution of “The 
Case of Vasyl Stus” until six of nine passag-
es in the book that the plaintiff asked to be 
stricken had been removed. 

The author, Vakhtang Kipiani, also was 
ordered to pay $27 in court fees and said he 
was muzzled from talking about Mr. 
Medvedchuk without the politician’s per-
mission, which went beyond the parame-
ters of the plaintiff’s lawsuit. 

“This is sickness, Medvedchuk didn’t 
even demand this [ban on speaking about 
him]… our lawyers think this is absolutely 
abnormal, or she [the judge] gave a reason 
for the case to be overturned during an 
appeal, which we plan to file,” Mr. Kipiani 
told The Ukrainian Weekly over the phone. 

He underlined that the prohibition 
against speaking about the plaintiff was a 
“direct violation of freedom of press and 
speech.”

Pro-Kremlin lawmaker wins ruling
to halt sale of book about Vasyl Stus

by Roman Tymotsko

KYIV – On October 25, millions of 
Ukrainians will vote in local elections, choos-
ing leaders and deputies of their communi-
ties, raions, cities and oblasts. As they leave 
their polling stations, the voters will also be 
asked to voluntarily answer five more ques-
tions posed by Ukraine’s President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy. However, the poll will 
not have any direct legal consequences.

The president has no legislative right to 
develop a nationwide survey, especially 
when it comes to state funding. To observ-
ers, the poll looks like an illegitimate refer-
endum that might bring about real change 
since the president’s party, Servant of the 
People, controls the legislative branch, the 
Verkhovna Rada.

Twelve days before the elections, on 
October 13, the Presidential Office released 

an announcement about the plebiscite. 
“One of the unpleasant and obviously 
undemocratic features of political life in 
Ukraine for several decades has been the 
separation of the content of politics from 
the expectations of the citizens of our state. 
The state is separate, society is separate,” 
reads the statement. “A narrow circle of so-
called professional politicians was engaged 
in the exclusive development of both ques-
tions of strategic importance for Ukraine 
and answers to them. In this, we see the 
key risks for our future – the state could not 
and did not always want to hear its citizens 
and understand the basic needs of society,” 
said the Presidential Office, explaining the 
importance of a nationwide poll.

According to the statement, one of the 
critical priorities of President Zelenskyy is 

President Zelenskyy announces
nationwide poll for October 25

(Continued on page 14)

President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, seen in a screenshot from his video address to the 
nation, will ask Ukrainians five questions in a poll on the day of nationwide local 

elections.

(Continued on page 6)

The cover of “The Case of Vasyl Stus” by Vakhtang Kipiani.
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NEWS ANALYSIS

Progress in foreign relations, regression internally for Ukraine
by Bohdan Nahaylo

KYIV – While attention in Ukraine has 
been largely focused in recent weeks on the 
approaching local elections on October 25, 
this month has seen important develop-
ments in the area of foreign relations. But 
the trends in the respective spheres of 
domestic and external politics are poten-
tially mutually contradictory and suggest 
an inevitable source of tension.

At home, there has been growing concern 
that the plummeting ratings of President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s Servant of the 
People “mono-majority” party, if confirmed 
in the voting, will encourage oligarchic, pop-

ulist and pro-Russian forces to regroup and 
mount a counteroffensive. The aim would 
be to make it impossible for the Ukrainian 
Parliament to function without the Servant 
of People faction, deprived in reality of its 
majority, making major concessions or 
agreeing to early parliamentary elections. 

According to the findings of the last poll 
carried out before the elections, by the 
Sociological Group Rating and published on 
October 20, Servant of the People had the 
support of 16.7 percent of those who intend-
ed to vote; the pro-Russian Opposition 
Platform – For Life – 13.5 percent; former 
President Petro Poroshenko’s European 
Solidarity – 13.2 percent; Yulia Tymoshen-

ko’s Batkivshchyna – 8.6 percent; and For 
the Future, a grouping associated with rogue 
oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky – 7.4 percent.

The unholy alliance of Volodymyr 
Medvedchuk’s Opposition Bloc – For Life, 
Mr. Kolomoisky’s supporters in For the 
Future and within Servant of the People, 
and Ms. Tymoshenko’s Batkivshchyna, does 
not hide its desire to lessen Western influ-
ence on Ukraine – whether politically, or 
especially in terms of the conditionality set 
by the West for its support connected with 
reform, eradicating corruption and ensur-
ing rule of law. Therefore, if these revan-
chist forces were to gain the upper hand, it 
would mean a setback for the country’s 

continued Euro-Atlantic integration. 
The irony is that President Zelenskyy’s 

intensive diplomatic activities this month 
have bolstered Ukraine’s positions both 
within the European Union and on both 
ends of the European continent. This, at a 
time when the outcome of the presidential 
election in the United States remains 
unknown, the United Kingdom is finalizing 
its withdrawal from the EU as a result of 
Brexit decisions, and a national revolution 
is under way in Belarus with the outcome 
and Russia’s response still uncertain, is no 
mean achievement. 

(Continued on page 5)
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Russia halts talks on MH17

Russia says it has decided to halt consul-
tations with Australia and the Netherlands 
on the downing of a Malaysia Airlines pas-
senger flight over eastern Ukraine more 
than six years ago, after the Dutch govern-
ment took Russia to court in July for its 
alleged role in the tragedy. “Such unfriendly 
moves by the Netherlands make further tri-
lateral consultations and our participation 
in them senseless,” Russia’s Foreign Affairs 
Ministry said in a statement on October 15. 
Dutch Foreign Minister Stef Blok said in a 
tweet that the Netherlands “greatly regrets 
this decision. It is extremely painful for the 
survivors.” MH17 was shot down on its way 
from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur by a 
Russian-made Buk surface-to-air missile 
fired from territory controlled by Moscow-
backed separatists in the east of Ukraine. 
Nearly two-thirds of the 298 victims were 
Dutch nationals. Following a six-year inter-
national investigation, prosecutors argued 
that the aircraft was shot down by a Buk 
system fired by Russia-backed militants 
who had acquired it from a Russian military 
base on the border between the two coun-
tries. The findings have been corroborated 
or supported by evidence gathered by jour-
nalists and independent investigators, such 
as the British-based group Bellingcat. The 
four suspects – Russians Sergei Dubinsky, 
Oleg Pulatov and Igor Girkin, and Ukrainian 
Leonid Kharchenko – are being tried in 
absentia by court in The Hague for involve-
ment in the tragedy. The relatives of at least 
65 Dutch victims in 2018 filed a complaint 
at the European Court of Human Rights 
(ECHR). The Dutch Foreign Affairs Ministry 
announced on July 10 that the government 
had filed a complaint against Russia with 
the Strasbourg-based court in a bid to offer 
“maximum support to these individual 
cases.” In its statement, Russia’s Foreign 
Affairs Ministry said Moscow agreed in 
2018 to hold trilateral consultations to 
“help establish… the true causes” of the 
crash. “However, in all likelihood, Australia 
and the Netherlands did not seek to under-
stand what actually happened… but were 
only aimed at getting Russia to plead guilty 
and receive compensation for the relatives 
of the victims.” (RFE/RL’s Russian Service, 
with reporting by Reuters)

Iran, Ukraine in new round of talks 

Iran is hosting officials from Ukraine in a 
second round of talks over compensation 
for a Ukrainian passenger plane that 
crashed shortly after takeoff in Tehran in 
January after being struck by two missiles, 
killing 176 people. Ukrainian Deputy 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Yevhen Yenin 
and his Iranian counterpart, Mohsen 
Baharwand, met in Tehran on October 19 at 
the start of the two-day talks. Mr. 
Baharwand said Iran “has nothing to hide 
about this tragedy” and was ready to “hon-
estly inform the Ukrainian people and dele-
gation about the details” of the crash, 
according to a statement by the Iranian 
Foreign Affairs Ministry. Mr. Yenin also held 
talks with Foreign Affairs Minister 
Mohammad Javad Zarif, who described the 
first round of talks in Kyiv in July as “posi-
tive and constructive” and hoped that those 
in Tehran achieve their desired results. In a 
statement by Ukraine’s Foreign Affairs 
Ministry, Mr. Yenin welcomed “Iran’s deci-
sion to take full responsibility for the down-
ing of the Ukrainian plane, as well as its 
readiness to provide equal compensation to 
the relatives of all victims, regardless of 
their citizenship.” He also emphasized the 
“need for an unbiased and objective investi-
gation of the circumstances of the air disas-
ter and called on the Iranian side to ensure 
access” to all of its elements. Following the 
Kyiv talks in July, Ukrainian Foreign Affairs 
Minister Dmytro Kuleba had said he was 
“cautiously optimistic” about the process. 
Iranian officials have said that the country’s 
forces accidentally shot down the Kyiv-
bound Ukraine International Airlines Flight 
752 on January 8. A misaligned missile bat-
tery and miscommunication between sol-
diers and superior officers were to blame 
for incident, according to Iran’s aviation 
authorities. (RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service, 
with reporting by AFP, TASS and IRNA)

Zelenskyy on international support for Ukraine

President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said 
that the international coalition of Ukraine’s 
support continues to exist and even reach-
es a new level. “No matter how someone 

(Continued on page 10)
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by Pavel K. Baev
Eurasia Daily Monitor

The sharp rise of COVID-19 infections in 
Russia in the last couple of weeks was pre-
dictable given the relatively high “plateau” 
of new cases over the summer after the 
sharp peak in early May. Yet the escalation 
of the pandemic has apparently caught the 
authorities by surprise as the government 
focused on Moscow. Cases of the novel 
coronavirus in the Russian capital grew to a 
maximum of about 6,000 infections per day 
in May, before dropping to the low level of 
about 650 through the last week of 
September; but those numbers have now 
jumped again – to 3,300 daily cases 
(Kommersant, October 4). 

The data on lethality is fragmented, 
and the average figure for August was 
about 100 a day; however, the recent-
ly revised vital statistics give the total 
number of coronavirus-related deaths 
in that month as about 7,500 (RBC, 
October 2). 

Russian regions are adopting vari-
ous policies to minimize the economic 
consequences. Moscow Mayor Sergei 
Sobyanin introduced two weeks of 
school vacations beginning on 
Monday, October 5, with instructions to 
prepare for distance learning for the rest of 
autumn (Moskovsky Komsomolets, 
October 2).

The emphasis in the official discourse is 
that compulsory mask-wearing would 
make it possible to avoid the dreaded sec-
ond lockdown (Nezavisimaya Gazeta, 
October 1). Russian economists argue that 
the consequences of a second wave would 
amount to only a few percentage points of 
GDP decline and that the devaluation of the 
national currency can be checked (Moscow 
Times, September 30). But whether or not 
such “rosy” prognostications are accurate, 
the authorities may nonetheless find it use-
ful to enforce various restrictions and regu-
lations in order to keep the populace ner-
vous and obedient (Rosbalt, October 3). 

Discontent is gradually building, and 
trust in the state’s capacity to deal with the 
escalating crisis is eroding (Forbes, October 
1). A horrific reminder of the rising public 
anger was the tragic self-immolation of Irina 
Slavina, a journalist from Nizhny Novgorod, 
who had been ruthlessly harassed by police 
(Novaya Gazeta, October 2).

The unfolding recession and growing 
grievances are undermining Russia’s ambi-
tions for playing a major global role. 
President Vladimir Putin has locked him-
self in strict isolation, with only occasional 
tightly controlled public appearances, such 
as observing the final stage of the strategic 
military exercise Kavkaz 2020 (Izvestia, 
September 25). This protracted disconnect 
from normal life has affected his approach 
to key international matters, making him 
inattentive, irritable and indecisive (Forbes.
ru, September 29). 

His presentation at the recent United 
Nations General Assembly was especially 
thin on content, except for his advertise-
ment of Russia’s Sputnik-V vaccine against 
the COVID-19 virus (Newsru.com, 
September 23). The necessary tests of this 
vaccine on thousands of volunteers have 
just started, but, according to first-hand 
accounts, the organization of this process 
has been so chaotic that skepticism among 
Russians about the effectiveness and side 
effects of this vaccination is well justified 
(Meduza.io, September 29).

Mr. Putin cannot quite comprehend how 
his carefully cultivated dialogue with 
European leaders has broken down, and he 
is particularly bitter about the leaked 

details of his phone conversation with 
French President Emmanuel Macron (RIA 
Novosti, September 26). The Kremlin 
expected that resolute denials would swat 
down the story about the government’s 
suspected role in the poisoning of Alexei 
Navalny, a leader of the Russian opposition. 
As such, Mr. Navalny’s firm statement that 
only Mr. Putin himself could have ordered 
this crime has infuriated the Russian presi-
dent (Republic.ru, October 3). 

Meanwhile, the disastrous setback in 
Russia’s European policy overlaps with the 
deepening conflict centered on the continu-
ing revolution in Belarus, which was dis-
cussed at the European Union summit last 
week, resulting in the approval of new sanc-
tions (Nezavisimaya Gazeta, October 1). Mr. 
Putin’s support for President Alyaksandr 
Lukashenka, whose grasp on power is 
deemed illegitimate by most European 
states, is not strong enough to secure the 
Belarusian head of state’s position. 
However, its demonstrative character alien-
ates not only Europeans but, increasingly, 
the traditionally Russia-friendly Belarusians 
as well (Moscow Echo, October 2).

Finally, an unexpected but quite predict-
able challenge to Moscow’s geopolitical 
posturing has exploded in the South 
Caucasus, where Azerbaijan continues its 
offensive to break Armenian defenses in 
and around Karabakh (Izvestia, October 3). 
The Kremlin used to play the role of a 
heavy-handed mediator in this old conflict, 
but Azerbaijan’s ruler, Ilham Aliyev, feels 
confident enough to dismiss Russian 
appeals for a cessation of hostilities 
(Ezhednevny Zhurnal, October 1). Armenia 
is a member of the Russia-dominated 
Collective Security Treaty Organization 
(CSTO), but Yerevan’s leaders, propelled 
and legitimized by the “Velvet Revolution” 
of 2018, know that they cannot count on 
any material support from Moscow (Riddle, 
September 30).

What turns the familiar settings of a 
local war into a massive problem for Russia 
is the new role of Turkey, which declared 
full solidarity with Azerbaijan and provides 

Coronavirus crisis undercuts
Russia’s geopolitical ambitions
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Due to an editing error, a letter pub-
lished in the October 18 issue misrepre-
sented the writer’s thoughts. Lydia Masnyj 
did not refer to candidate Joe Biden’s age. 
Thus, the edited sentence in her letter 
should have read: “I believe that, given Mr. 
Biden’s performance, his handlers will be 
in charge.” The correction has been made 
in our online edition.
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The fear of contract-
ing the coronavirus has 
compounded multiple 
other fears that shape 
Vladimir Putin’s policy-
making.

(Continued on page 5)
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The Kremlin is contingency planning for a Biden presidency
by Pavel Felgenhauer
Eurasia Daily Monitor

The Russian state TV propaganda machine continues to 
ridicule Democratic Party presidential contender Joseph 
Biden and promote the incumbent, Donald Trump, por-
trayed as strong and full of energy after overcoming his 
bout with the COVID-19 coronavirus (Vesti, October 13). 
The message to the Russian public is clear: Mr. Trump still 
has a chance to hold onto the White House despite unfa-
vorable opinion polls. Russian hackers and intelligence 
assets are allegedly continuing to work clandestinely to 
help Mr. Trump succeed and additionally to sow discon-
tent and destabilization from inside Russia’s main global 
opponent, no matter who wins in November. But the 
apparently high likelihood of a Biden victory is visibly 
changing the Kremlin calculus.

In a recent interview with the flagship state-run Rossiya 
TV, President Vladimir Putin commended Mr. Trump for 
his efforts to improve bilateral relations even though those 
good intensions could never be fully realized due to con-
gressional opposition and “the bipartisan consensus in 
Washington” aimed against Russia. At the same time, Mr. 
Putin scolded Mr. Biden for allegedly spreading anti-Rus-
sian rhetoric. Still, the Kremlin leader contended, there are 
long-term historical connections between Moscow and the 
left wing of the Democratic Party. During the Cold War, 
Moscow supported pro-Communist and Socialist activists 
as common enemies of “capitalism and imperialism.” The 
African American liberation movement also received 
Soviet support as a revolutionary force. Today, African 
Americans are an integral part of the Democratic Party 
electorate. Of course, Mr. Putin’s closest associates abroad 
and inside Russia are multi-billionaires, and he himself is 
also well off; yet in the Rossiya interview, the 68-year-old 
Mr. Putin recalled the old Soviet ideologically motivated 
intelligence effort to recruit leftists of color (“You are 
young and do not remember,” he posited). The Kremlin 
seems to believe this old connection could be used as a 
base to rebuild relations with liberal Democrats. Mr. Putin 
commended Mr. Biden for announcing he is ready to 
extend the New START nuclear arms-control treaty, which 
may expire on February 5, 2021 (Kremlin.ru, October 7).

The Trump administration has been strongly pushing 
through a nuclear arms deal with Russia to be concluded 
before the November 3 election. The White House is ready 
to prolong New START, which would not require ratifica-
tion by the Senate, but wants in return for Moscow to sign 
a declaration pledging the intent to negotiate a more com-
prehensive follow-up treaty limiting not only strategic 
inter-continental nuclear weapons but also non-strategic 
or tactical ones. The proposed declaration would firmly 
demand that China join the negotiations to limit its own 
strategic and non-strategic warheads (see Eurasia Daily 
Monitor, September 24, 29). 

On October 2, President Trump’s National Security 
Advisor Robert O’Brien and the secretary of Russia’s 
Security Council, Nikolai Patrushev, met in neutral 
Switzerland as Mr. Patrushev is under sanctions by the 
United States and the European Union. To the Trump 
administration, these talks apparently left the impression 
Moscow is ready to sign on to the deal. U.S. Special 
Presidential Envoy for Arms Control Marshall S. Billingslea 
announced an agreement had been reached with Moscow 
“in principal at the highest levels of our two governments” 
to extend New START and adopt an additional “gentle-
man’s agreement” to freeze all nuclear weapons, including 
those not covered by the strategic arms-control treaty. 
Details, including the verification of the “freeze,” must still 
be worked out, according to Ambassador Billingslea 
(Interfax, October 13).

The blowback from Moscow came strong, fast and in 
undiplomatic language. Russia’s Foreign Affairs Minister 
Sergei V. Lavrov called the Trump-appointed negotiators 
“shell game con artists” who are trying to push through an 
“unacceptable agreement,” while characterizing the U.S.’s 
actions as reprehensible and “unclean.” Moscow does not 
accept the idea of a full “freeze” on nuclear weapons pro-
duction and deployment, because this would undermine 
advanced new systems like hypersonic missiles, nuclear-
powered intercontinental super-torpedoes and cruise 
missiles, and so on. Mr. Putin has been strongly promoting 
such “wonder-weapons” as a great achievement, putting 

 NEWS ANALYSIS

U.S. charges six Russian military officers 
with ‘destructive’ global hacking campaign

RFE/RL

The United States has charged six Russian military 
officers with a “destructive,” global criminal cyber-
campaign that included the worldwide distribution of 
destructive malware and attempts to undermine the 
former Soviet republics of Georgia and Ukraine.

The indictment, announced by the Justice 
Department on October 19, also accuses the men of 
hacking French elections, the Seoul Olympics and an 
international organization investigating Russia’s use of 
a deadly nerve agent.

The charges are the latest in a series of cybercrimi-
nal indictments leveled by the United States against 
Russian state and nonstate actors.

The six Russian nationals are all alleged to be offi-
cers in a unit of the Russian military intelligence direc-
torate, known as the GRU, which the United States in 
2018 accused of hacking into the computers of the 
Democratic National Convention two years earlier.

U.S. Attorney Scott Brady called the officers’ cam-
paigns “the most destructive and costly cyberattacks in 
history.”

“No country has weaponized its cyber-capabilities 
as maliciously or irresponsibly as Russia, wantonly 
causing unprecedented damage to pursue small tacti-
cal advantages and to satisfy fits of spite,” according to 
Assistant Attorney General for National Security John 
Demers.

Also on October 19, Britain’s Foreign Office said 
GRU hackers had targeted organizers of the 2020 
Tokyo Olympics, which were postponed until next year 
because of the coronavirus pandemic.

Officials declined to give specific details about these 
attacks or say whether they were successful, but said 
they had targeted the Olympics’ organizers, logistics 
suppliers and sponsors.

“The GRU’s actions against the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games are cynical and reckless. We con-
demn them in the strongest possible terms,” British 
Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab said.

The United States received help in its years-long 
investigation of the GRU officers from foreign govern-
ments as well as some of the largest U.S. companies, 
including Google, Cisco, Facebook and Twitter, the 
Justice Department said in its statement.

Even though the United States is unlikely to ever 

bring the men to justice, the charges essentially pre-
vent the men from traveling to countries that have 
extradition agreements with the United States.

The six men indicted are Yury Andrienko, Sergei 
Detistov, Pavel Frolov, Anatoly Kovalev, Artyom 
Ochichenko and Pyotr Pliskin.

They are charged with developing NotPetya, the 
malware that spread globally in 2017, causing 
upwards of $10 billion in damages and impairing criti-
cal medical services in western Pennsylvania.

They are also blamed for the cyberattacks against a 
series of Ukrainian targets from December 2015 
through 2016, including the country’s power grid and 
Finance Ministry, and cyberattacks against the 
Georgian Parliament in 2019.

Russia has tense relations with both countries, hav-
ing invaded Georgia in 2008 and annexed Ukraine’s 
Crimean peninsula in 2014. Russia is also backing 
“separatists” in eastern Ukraine.

The Justice Department said the men were also 
behind a series of international spear-phishing cam-
paigns, including against the political party of French 
President Emmanuel Macron in 2017, the 
International Olympic Committee in 2017 and 2018, 
and the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons (OPCW).

Spear-phishing is an e-mail or electronic communi-
cations scam targeting a a specific individual, organiza-
tion, or business with the intent to steal data for mali-
cious purposes or install malware on a targeted user’s 
computer.

The attack on the OPCW came just a month after 
Sergei Skripal, a former Russian military officer, and 
his daughter were found unconscious in the British 
city of Salisbury in 2018.

The British authorities and OPCW confirmed the 
Skripals had been poisoned with the Russian nerve 
agent Novichok. Britain accused two GRU officers of 
carrying out the attack.

With reporting by Reuters.
Copyright 2020, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted with the per-

mission of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, 1201 
Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.
org (see https://www.rferl.org/a/us-charges-six-rus-
sian-military-officers-with-destructive-global-hacking-
campaign/309 01796.html?ltflags=mailer)

Russia firmly ahead in the arms race. According to Mr. 
Lavrov, Moscow is ready to submit to the New START trea-
ty rules only a couple of these new weapons systems (he 
did not say which in particular). Russia is not ready to 
even begin negotiating any limitations on its tactical 
nuclear stockpile, however, or to negotiate a more intru-
sive verification regime. And it rejects calls to publicly sign 
up to any declaration to put pressure on Beijing to join 
arms control negotiations the latter does not want (Mid.
ru, October 14).

Moscow would surely like to extend New START with 
no strings attached, but the price the Trump administra-
tion wants to extract is seen as too high. Russia has rein-
stated an array of non-strategic nuclear arms, including 
field artillery and various land- and sea-based missiles. It 
is actively producing new ones, while the U.S. has unilater-
ally scrapped almost all of its non-strategic nuclear arsenal 
in the last couple of decades. On paper at least, Russia 
wields thousands of non-strategic or tactical nuclear war-
heads, while the U.S. keeps only several hundred bombs in 
Europe, designated for use by allied North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) member states’ non-stealth jets. 
According to Mr. Lavrov, the U.S. must withdraw these 
bombs from Europe before any tactical nuclear weapons 
negotiation may commence – a move that would surely 
further weaken trans-Atlantic ties (Mid.ru, October 14).

Russia has a vast advantage when it comes to such tac-

tical warheads. It makes no sense for Russia to negotiate 
away or “freeze” them while it is in the process of further 
deployment and its hard-won advantage is expanding. Mr. 
Putin has been promoting his new nuclear superweapons 
as a means to pressure the West to come to the negotiat-
ing table, but the price the Kremlin wants in exchange for 
any limitations is not simply the extension of New START 
for a couple of years. Moscow demands the repeal of all 
Western sanctions imposed on Russia, the recognition of 
Russia’s Eurasian sphere of influence and its annexation of 
Crimea in 2014, as well as acceptance of Russia’s “right” to 
rewrite borders or annex anything else within its sphere. 
Any attempt to sour Russian relations with China is seen 
as a foul U.S. provocation. Mr. Billingslea’s announcement 
of a pending deal was seen as precisely such a move, 
hence the strong pushback language. 

Moscow may like Mr. Trump more than Mr. Biden, but 
no large nuclear deal looks to be pending. Nuclear arms 
consultations with the Trump administration will surely 
continue. But at the same time, Russia will be moderniz-
ing and expanding its nuclear arsenal and maintaining a 
strong strategic partnership with China, all the while wait-
ing to see what happens after November 3.

The article above is reprinted from Eurasia Daily 
Monitor with permission from its publisher, the Jamestown 
Foundation, www.jamestown.org.
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The flurry of delicate diplomatic activity 
began on October 6 at the EU-Ukraine 
Summit in Brussels. From the joint state-
ment that emerged, Kyiv had reason to be 
pleased. The EU, while pressing the 
Ukrainian side on the current state of 
reforms, the battle against corruption and 
efforts to establish the rule of law, reaf-
firmed its continued support of Ukraine as 
a close partner and readiness to enhance 
their relationship

Addressing the Ukrainian Parliament on 
October 20, President Zelenskyy summa-
rized the outcome of the summit as follows: 
“all experts note that this year’s EU-Ukraine 
Summit and the joint statement virtually 
for the first time emphasize the partner-
ship between Ukraine and Europe so clear-
ly. They note our successes, in particular, 
tangible progress in the implementation of 
the Association Agreement, all the prereq-
uisites for “industrial visa-free regime,” the 
Agreement on a Common Aviation Area 
with the EU, deepening the integration of 
Ukrainian markets with European ones. 
And a clear message: Ukraine’s visa-free 
regime with Europe is safe. No matter what 
somebody says.”

After Brussels, Mr. Zelenskyy moved on 
to London on October 7-8. The outcome of 
the agreements signed there was far more 
significant than the preliminary information 
about his visit to the British capital had indi-
cated. London and Kyiv concluded a historic 
Agreement on Political Cooperation, Free 
Trade and Strategic Partnership. 

This was Britain’s first bilateral trade 
agreement with Ukraine, setting out the 
rules according to which companies and 
entrepreneurs in Ukraine can sell their 
goods and services in the U.K. and vice 
versa. The post of the U.K. prime minister’s 
trade envoy with Ukraine will be created. 
Furthermore, it was agreed that Britain will 
provide the Ukrainian Naval Forces with lat-
est weaponry and vessels, and that British 
experts would go to Ukraine to assess the 
Ukrainian system of issuing biometric 
passports in preparation for simplifying 

the visa regime between the countries.
Following this consolidation of ties in 

the west of Europe, attention switched to 
the east and south of Ukraine. On October 
12, newly re-elected Polish President 
Andrzej Duda arrived in Kyiv on an official 
visit to Ukraine. He and Mr. Zelenskyy also 
took part in the Ukrainian-Polish economic 
forum held in Odesa on October 13. 

Transcending the importance of bilateral 
agreements signed by the two countries 
was the symbolism of the meeting in Kyiv 
of the Ukrainian and Polish leaders. Putting 
recent differences between the two states 
on delicate moments in their modern histo-
ry aside, they placed the stress on the stra-
tegic partnership between Warsaw and 
Kyiv. Mr. Duda’s message was that Ukraine 
can rely on Poland not only in standing up 
to Russia but in being helped to move fur-
ther westward. Mr. Zelenskyy reaffirmed 
Kyiv’s determination to keep moving in 
that direction. 

The Ukrainian-Polish summit was paral-
leled by a similar Ukrainian-Turkish one on 
October 16 in Ankara. Once again, the 
importance was not so much in the bilater-
al agreements signed by the presidents of 
the two countries, as in the reaffirmation of 
the strategic partnership of the two states. 

“We agree to continue our efforts 
towards de-occupation of the Autonomous 
Republic of Crimea and the city of 
Sevastopol, as well as restoration of 
Ukraine’s control over certain areas in the 
Donetsk and Luhansk regions of Ukraine,” 
the two presidents stated.

Among other things, Ankara reaffirmed 
Ukraine’s quest to become a member of 
NATO and agreed to deepen cooperation in 
developing defense industry programs. A 
Free Trade Agreement between the coun-
ties is being finalized.

These latest steps have also taken some 
of the wind out of the sails of Mr. 
Poroshenko’s European Solidarity, which 
has been determined to portray Mr. 
Zelenskyy as disinterested, or unable to 
deliver, in promoting Ukraine’s deeper inte-
gration into Euro-Atlantic structures. In his 
address to the Verkhovna Rada on October 
20, the president alluded to this. 

“You can lie about our non-patriotic 

position, but for the first time since 2014, 
volunteers have received the status of com-
batants. Foreigners who defended Ukraine 
receive citizenship. And Ukraine has 
received the status of a NATO partner with 
enhanced opportunities,” Mr. Zelenskyy 
underscored. Cooperation with the 
International Monetary Fund continues 
unabated, he noted, as well as with the 
World Bank and the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development.

The president continued by summariz-
ing how he sees the state of affairs: “No 
matter how hard someone persuades and 
tries, the international coalition continues 
to support Ukraine, moreover, it is reaching 
a new level. We have maintained bicameral 
U.S. support. Ukraine and the United 
Kingdom have officially become strategic 
partners. Relations between Ukraine and 
Turkey have reached an unprecedented 
level. Canada remains a reliable partner, 
without exaggeration – an international 
blood brother for us.”

Focusing on Eastern and Central Europe, 
President Zelenskyy told the Rada: “Today, 
we are actually rebuilding a constructive 
dialogue and good neighborly relations 
with Hungary, Romania and Poland. 
Together with Poland and Lithuania, we 
founded the Lublin Triangle.”

The additional headway that has been 
made this month should be accredited not 
only to President Zelenskyy himself. The 
head of his Presidential Office, Andriy 
Yermak, has been given responsibility for 
the foreign sphere and has been very 
active. Also noteworthy is the country’s 
articulate and seemingly more dynamic 
minister of foreign affairs, Dmytro Kuleba, 
especially given the de facto sidelining of 
his ministry that has occurred under the 
current administration.

So here we are. Kyiv is on a firm Western 
trajectory, yet given the unsettled political 
weather in Ukraine, this course could be 
affected. If so, the question is whether it 
will result in zigzags or gradual U-turns. 

(Continued from page 1)
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direct support for the offensive operations 
(Svobodnaya Pressa, October 2). Mr. Putin 
has close but uneasy relations with Turkish 
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, who is 
emboldened by the perceived success of 
Turkish interventions in Syria and Libya 
and calculates the risk of challenging 
Russia in its traditional sphere of domi-
nance in the South Caucasus as entirely 
acceptable (Russiancouncil.ru, September 
30). Mr. Erdoğan is as prone to miscalcula-
tions as any other authoritarian populist, 
but Moscow has so far failed to show that 
the capabilities demonstrated at the Kavkaz 
(Caucasus) 2020 exercises could be used 
for projecting power sufficient to terminate 
the real fighting in this region on Russian 
terms (Nezavisimaya Gazeta, October 1).

Mr. Putin’s passivity stands in contrast 
not only with Mr. Erdoğan’s showy agita-
tion but also with Mr. Macron’s high-profile 
(even if ineffectual) efforts at resolving the 
crises in Belarus and the South Caucasus. 

The three key foreign policy instruments 
for the Russian potentate are military 
power, special operations and natural gas 
exports; presently, however, the first is 
over-stretched, the second has badly back-
fired (see Eurasia Daily Monitor, September 
28), and the third is devalued because of 
the oversupply in the global markets. 

The fear of contracting the coronavirus 
has compounded multiple other fears that 
shape Mr. Putin’s policymaking, from the 
trepidation about showing weakness by 
accepting compromises to the dread of a 
sudden mass uprising. Meanwhile, the 
quarrelsome clans of Kremlin courtiers, 
siloviki (security services personnel) and 
oligarchs that compete for access to the 
“decider” are worried about the contraction 
of their parochial sources of income. And 
the sum total of their anxieties reduces 
Russia’s policies to inertia, ineptness and 
irrelevance.

The article above is reprinted from 
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from 
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation, 
www.jamestown.org.

(Continued from page 2)
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As this issue of The Ukrainian Weekly was being completed, we received an 
e-mail from the Ukrainian National Information Service, the Washington bureau of 
the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, with the responses of the two major 
party candidates’ campaigns to questions on key topics – military assistance to 
Ukraine, Russian sanctions, combatting Russian disinformation, NATO enlargement 
and Ukraine reform efforts. Given the tight timeframe (and, unfortunately, the poor 
postal delivery of our newspaper), as well as the fact that voting is already taking 
place, it was important for us to get this information to our readers. So, here goes.

In keeping with their tradition during presidential election years, the UCCA and 
UNIS sent a questionnaire to both the Republican and the Democratic candidates for 
president. The five questions were these: Would you propose increasing U.S. military 
assistance and training for Ukraine’s armed forces? What level of sanction measures 
would you support against the Russian Federation? What additional measures 
should the United States implement to combat Russian disinformation? While 
Ukraine was recently granted an Enhanced Opportunity Partnership with NATO, 
what other measures would you propose to assist in Ukraine’s path to NATO mem-
bership? What type of program would you propose for U.S. involvement in training, 
equipping and implementing key reform and anti-corruption programs in Ukraine? 

The questionnaire was sent at the end of September, but it took until October 21 for 
both campaigns to respond. The responses came from the Biden-Harris campaign and 
Ukrainians for Trump 2020. Neither provided direct answers to the questions posed; 
the Trump response also included information unrelated to the topics broached.

The Biden campaign presented its “Vision for America’s Relationship with 
Ukraine” in two parts: “What Joe Biden Has Done” (highlighting his role as “the point 
person for Ukraine” under the Obama administration) and “What Joe Biden Will Do.” 
Here is an excerpt from the latter: “Joe Biden will”: “…push to end the conflict in 
Ukraine, working with our European allies, to support the Ukrainian people as they 
pursue the sovereign, democratic and prosperous future that their country 
deserves; …provide military assistance to Ukraine, including lethal military equip-
ment, to help Ukraine defend itself against Russia; …engage Ukraine’s government, 
business, and civic leaders to dismantle corruption and consolidate a society that 
enjoys the rule of law and ensures justice and economic opportunity for its citizens.”

Ukrainians for Trump had this to say on the topic of Ukraine: “President Trump 
has reinforced strong sanctions against Russia to confront its abusive and destabiliz-
ing actions. The Trump Administration sanctioned over 200 targets in response to 
Russia’s ongoing occupation of Crimea and aggression in Eastern Ukraine…; 
President Trump and the Administration released a National Security Strategy defin-
ing steps to stop any interference from Russia. …The Trump Administration has 
enhanced its support for Ukraine’s Armed Forces to help Ukraine improve its ability 
to defend itself. Increased sales of weapons to Ukraine’s military includes over 360 
Javelin missiles and nearly 50 launchers. …The Trump Administration has increased 
funding for the European Deterrence Initiative, providing billions to increase United 
States troop readiness in Europe, deter Russian aggression, and help defend our 
NATO allies. …At the U.N., President Trump is actively condemning Russia’s …contin-
ued failure to live up to its commitment to end the conflict in eastern Ukraine.”

To read the full texts of these two position papers, we direct readers to the 
Facebook pages of UNIS and the UCCA.

It is important to point out that our publisher, the Ukrainian National Association, 
a 501(c)(8) corporation, does not endorse political candidates, but its publications 
can certainly encourage readers to make their voices heard and their votes count. 
We all know this is a pivotal and consequential presidential election, so get out there 
and vote!

The Ukrainian Weekly

Thirty years ago, on October 28, 1990, thousands of people were 
involved in a clash at the site of St. Sophia Cathedral in Kyiv between 
adherents of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church (later identified as 
the UOC of the Moscow Patriarchate or UOC-MP, as it became 
known) and the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church. 

Just a week prior, on October 21, Patriarch Mstyslav of the 
UAOC had celebrated a moleben at the cathedral. 

Faithful of the UAOC linked arms in a chain at entrances to the complex as well as at 
streets leading to St. Sophia Square. Members of the UOC-MP came to the cathedral to par-
ticipate in a religious service.

The protests originated when it was learned that Russian Orthodox Church Patriarch 
Alexy had planned to conduct a special liturgy at St. Sophia Cathedral, which is part of a 
museum complex and is the historic seat of the UAOC, where it was to be announced that 
Metropolitan Filaret would head the UOC-MP.

During its congress, the Popular Movement of Ukraine (Rukh) sent a telegram on 
October 26 to Patriarch Alexy, which called the patriarch’s decision to hold a service at St. 
Sophia Cathedral “a violation of Ukraine’s sovereignty declaration” and an act that could 
be construed only as political in nature. The telegram proposed that the service should be 
held at another church in Kyiv, St. Volodymyr Cathedral, the seat of the UOC-MP.

UAOC faithful, with the support of Ukrainian Catholics, announced that they would 
attempt to “defend” St. Sophia Cathedral by blocking all of the entrances to the cathedral 
and preventing ROC Patriarch Alexy and Metropolitan Filaret from entering the complex.

Eyewitnesses reported that in the early morning hours, between 7 and 8 a.m., police 
began to brutalize the protesters in an attempt to force them to disperse from St. Sophia 
Square. Among those injured were National Deputies of the Verkhovna Rada Serhiy 
Holovaty, Mykola Porovsky, Stepan Khmara and Larysa Skoryk. In a last-ditch effort, 
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Turning the pages back...

by Paul Goble

“The world is ceasing to be America-
centric,” Liliya Shevtsova says, “but Russia 
remains” precisely that because as long as 
America is the most important and its lead-
ers view their relationship with Russia as 
central, Moscow has confirmation that it is 
still a world power.

The Russian commentator says, 
“Dialogue with America or confrontation 
with America remains a systemic factor in 
the existence of the Russian state and for 
which it works.” For its rulers, “Russia must 
remain for America the most important 
geopolitical challenge” and not be dis-

missed or ignored (newtimes.ru/articles/
detail/197888).

Of course, Moscow can intimidate its 
weaker neighbors. But to convincingly dem-
onstrate its power, Moscow needs to be at 
the center of attention of the most powerful 
country in the world, and that country had 
better be the United States rather than 
China given the history of Moscow’s rela-
tions with Beijing in the past and present.

But in “a bitter irony… America is tired.” 
It wants to pull out of many international 
relationships and is reducing its attention 
to Russia. That creates a vacuum that China 
could fill but that Moscow really doesn’t 
want and, consequently, Moscow is desper-
ately trying to attract Washington’s atten-
tion and get the U.S. to focus on Russia and 
reify its great power status.

To be sure, Russia would have problems 
if the U.S. stood up to it, given the power 
imbalance between the two countries, but 
now “America has begun to ignore Russia. 
Washington doesn’t even respond to 
Russian initiatives! Instead of an American-
Russian bipolar world, a tango involving 
America and China is beginning.”

Russia remains a country
desperately centered on America

(Continued on page 15)
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 WINDOW ON EURASIA

Paul Goble is a long-time specialist on 
ethnic and religious questions in Eurasia 
who has served in various capacities in the 
U.S. State Department, the Central 
Intelligence Agency and the International 
Broadcasting Bureau, as well as at the Voice 
of America and Radio Free Europe/Radio 
Liberty and the Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace. The article above is 
reprinted with permission from his blog 
called “Window on Eurasia” (http://windo-
woneurasia2.blogspot.com/).

Over the next 24 hours, the nearly 
20,000 remaining copies of the book were 
sold out. 

Mr. Kipiani’s publisher, Vivat – also a 
defendant in the libel suit – said it would do 
another print run before the ruling goes 
into effect, which is within 30 days of the 
appeal’s due date. 

Mr. Medvedchuk, who was Stus’s Soviet-
appointed public defender in 1980, took 
issue with nine phrases that he alleged 
slandered him. 

Following the lower court’s ruling, the 
lawmaker’s press secretary, Oleh Babanin 
said: “The law is on our side. The court 
ruled to protect the honor, dignity and busi-
ness reputation [of Medvedchuk], and this 
decision must be implemented.”

One of the phrases Mr. Medvedchuk 
sued to have stricken calls him “an errand 
boy of the Communist system,” for example. 

In previous interviews, Mr. Medvedchuk, 
who previously headed the presidential 
administration of Leonid Kuchma, has 
described certain passages in the book as 
the “author’s subjective conclusion.”

A history journalist, who has written 
about dissidents for much of his career, Mr. 
Kipiani said it’s “not illegal or legal to like 
someone.” He added that 90 percent of the 
book’s research was based on archived KGB 
documents located in Kyiv. 

Mr. Kipiani noted that when Stus was 
being tried a second time for “anti-Soviet agi-
tation” and for joining the Ukrainian Helsinki 
Group, the poet refused to recognize the 
legitimacy of the Soviet court trying him. 

In addition, Stus refused any Soviet-
appointed public defender, including Mr. 
Medvedchuk, and asked for an internation-
al lawyer to represent him – a motion that 
was denied. He then asked for international 
monitors from Amnesty International to be 
present – another motion that was denied.

Mr. Kipiani asserts that “Medvedchuk 
could’ve recused himself after such a 
request, yet he refused.” The author added 
that over all Mr. Medvedchuk acted “unethi-

cally as a lawyer” during Stus’s second trial. 
In previous interviews, Mr. Medvedchuk 

rejected the allegations, including accusa-
tions that he enabled Stus’s conviction, say-
ing: “I can look Stus in the eyes and say I am 
not guilty – on the outside and inside – and 
I never felt any sense of guilt.”

The court’s ruling caught the attention 
of President Volodymyr Zelenskyy. 

Since “this book is an elaboration of a 
real repressive criminal case against Vasyl 
Stus, which was initiated in the USSR and 
for which he was convicted, we consider it 
strange to define the plaintiff Medvedchuk 
VV as a ‘character (actor) of the work,’ ” Mr. 
Zelenskyy’s office said. “Most of the content 
of the book is an accurate reprint of the 
criminal case. That is, the purely documen-
tary basis of the book does not elicit the 
slightest doubt.”

The book’s publisher, Vivat, made a his-
torical analogy by saying “the court is direct 
and blatant proof that the case for which 
Stus fought still isn’t completed.”

Mr. Medvedchuk has a history of suing 
high-profile politicians, activists and journal-
ists for defamation. For example, he sued 
former lawmaker Hanna Hopko for the sym-
bolic sum of 1 hrv two years ago for a critical 
post she wrote about him on Facebook. 

He currently heads a pro-Kremlin, 
44-member faction of Parliament called 
Opposition Bloc – For Life, many of whose 
members supported former President 
Viktor Yanukovych. 

Mr. Medvedchuk is considered Russian 
President Vladimir Putin’s closest political 
ally in Ukraine. His daughter boasts Mr. 
Putin as her godfather. 

The politician has been under U.S. and 
Canadian sanctions since 2014 for his role 
in Russia’s forcible seizure of Ukraine’s 
Crimean peninsula. 

Ms. Zastavenko, the presiding judge over 
the defamation case involving the Stus 
book, has been investigated by the Security 
Service of Ukraine (SBU) for “systemically” 
making frequent trips to Makiyivka in the 
occupied part of Donetsk Oblast. The High 
Qualification Commission of Judges in 
October 2017 announced it had suspended 
disciplinary proceedings against the judge. 

(Continued from page 1)
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Part I
I did not see it coming. Few people did. 

As someone who has followed develop-
ments in Belarus since shortly after 
Alyaksandr Lukashenka became president 
in 1994, I am surprised and incredibly 
heartened by the size and persistence of 
massive peaceful protests following the 
rigged August 9 presidential elections in 
which Mr. Lukashenka claims to have won 
his sixth term. The vote fraud was so fla-
grant and shameless that most Belarusians 
believe that it was the opposition candi-
date, Svyatlana Tsikhanouskaya, who won. 
The weekly mass protests – often exceed-
ing 100,000 participants – are now well 
into their third month. This would be 
remarkable anywhere. It is especially 
amazing for Belarus.

As a policy advisor for the U.S. govern-
mental Helsinki Commission whose portfo-
lio included Belarus, I served as an interna-
tional observer of the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) 
for eight of the nine national elections held 
between 2001 and 2017. Not one of these 
elections were free or fair according to the 
OSCE. I saw this with my own eyes, some-
times watching vote count violations that 
bordered on the absurd. And in the after-
math of each of these fraudulent elections, I 
witnessed protests – some larger, some 
smaller, some more severely suppressed, 
others less so. 

An especially harsh clampdown follow-
ing the December 2010 presidential elec-
tion seemed to take the wind out of the 
sails of the already beleaguered democratic 
opposition – many of whose courageous 
and dedicated leaders were imprisoned or 
forced into exile. Victims of decades of 
repression, democratic forces in Belarus 
appeared to wane.

I recall going out to the main square 
after observing the parliamentary elections 
in 2016 and seeing only a few hundred 
people protesting, a far cry from the thou-
sands I had seen in most earlier elections. It 
looked as if the Lukashenka regime’s 
decades of suppression of fundamental 
freedoms and serial human rights viola-
tions had finally succeeded in weakening 
the Belarusian people’s resolve for a demo-
cratic future. 

In the weeks leading up to this year’s 
August 9 presidential elections, I thought 
that any post-election protest, similar to 
the earlier ones, would be short-lived. But 
not this year! The large peaceful protests, 
now well into their third month, are vividly 
demonstrating that there is a historical 
awakening afoot. 

The Belarusian people are finally tiring 
of the economic stagnation, the lack of free-
dom, the consistently fraudulent elections. 
They are tired of a buffoonish leader who 
dismissed COVID-19 as mass psychosis and 
suggested people drink vodka and go to the 
sauna “to poison the virus.” They have had 
enough of the dictator who has lorded over 
them for the last 26 years. They are longing 
for change. 

The brutal crackdown by security forces 
in the days following the August 9 election, 
with mass detentions, torture and beatings, 
did not have its intended effect of quelling 
the protests, as they had a decade ago in 
2010. The regime’s abuses only served to 
bring many more people out into the 
streets. To this day, riot police continue to 
detain protesters, albeit on a smaller scale, 
as the authorities realize that their initial 
harsh actions were counterproductive. 

Large numbers of protesters continue to 
gather every Sunday, calling for the strong-
man to step down; for new, free and fair 
elections; and for the release of detainees 
and political prisoners. In addition to the 
Sunday protests, there have also been 
smaller rallies, including regular women-
led marches on Saturdays and small neigh-
borhood gatherings. There have been a few 
strikes at state enterprises and even resig-
nations by officials, including from the 
security forces. And while there are small 
indications of uneasiness within the state 
apparatus, the protest movement does not 
yet appear to pose a serious threat to 
regime cohesion. 

The size and unprecedented persistence 
of the protests, however, is causing Mr. 
Lukashenka angst, as evidenced recently by 
his taking the highly unusual step of meet-
ing with jailed opposition leaders. Clearly, 
the situation remains fluid.

As with mass protests in other countries 
in recent years, the role of social media in 
their organization has been invaluable. The 
Nexta and other Telegram messaging app 
channels have proved especially useful in 

Belarus on my mind
Dear Editor:

In a letter to the editor (October 11), the 
writer expressed shock that Ukrainian 
Americans could support Joe Biden and 
elaborated: “Historically, Ukrainians have 
voted for the Republican Party” because of 
its “pro-Ukrainian stance on most issues.”

This, however, is not the Republican 
Party of our parents’ generation.

The current president has repeatedly 
insulted Ukraine and Ukrainians. Anyone 
who has followed the news – on any net-
work – has observed him disrespecting our 
longtime NATO allies, ignoring the advice 
of U.S. intelligence agencies and military 
brass, denigrating veterans. We have wit-
nessed him fawning over totalitarians like 
Vladimir Putin and consorting with crimi-
nals like Paul Manafort and Roger Stone.

Ukrainian Americans are capable of 
changing with the times as necessary. 
Sadly, under this president the Republican 
Party has lost its moral compass. Donald 
Trump’s behavior at debates and rallies, in 
his daily tweets, and his blatant disregard 
for the health and safety of his own staff – 
let alone all American citizens – is aberrant. 
This, along with Mr. Biden’s strengths, is 
why a host of principled Republican lead-
ers has turned away from Mr. Trump. (See 
ad in October 11 issue.)

It is one thing to follow Ukrainian 
American tradition in our celebrations and 
ethnic foods. It is another to blindly follow 
tradition in our voting. Our deeper 
Ukrainian heritage is one of truth-seeking 
and dignity. Those of us supporting Mr. 
Biden are following our conscience, critical 
observation and love of the U.S. 
Constitution. This is a vote for the survival 
of decency and democracy. 

Marika Kuzma
Madison, Conn.

Dear Editor:
When I read Myron Kuropas’s column 

supporting the re-election of Donald 
Trump (October 18), I thought, for a 
moment, that I had accidentally stumbled 
upon an issue from 1968. Donald Trump 
has demonstrated over and over again in 
the course of four years that he is morally 
and intellectually unfit to hold public office. 
If the best argument for re-electing Mr. 
Trump is fear of “radical socialism,” then 
we have truly crossed into some sort of 
weird fantasy land. Mr. Trump is running 
against Joe Biden, not Vladimir Ilyich Lenin.

I have one simple request. After the 
presidential elections, when Republicans, 
White House staffers and government offi-
cials begin to spill the most terrible secrets 
of Trump’s incompetence, corruption and 
depravity, please don’t say “but we didn’t 
know.” The evidence has been there all 
along for anyone who cared to look.

Olga Andriewsky
Toronto

Dear Editor:
Bohdan Shandor’s column (September 

27) includes quite a number of misrepre-
sentations. If one were to search online for 
Sanders-Biden “manifesto” and nothing 
came up, that is because the title of the text 
is “Recommendations.” Mr. Shandor’s use of 
the word manifesto – an allusion to the mid-
19th century Marx/Engels document – is 
purposefully provocative and misleading. 

Mr. Shandor claims: “The unity manifesto 
envisions an all-encompassing welfare state 
with every need guaranteed by taxpayer 
funding. Thus, no one should pay more than 
30 percent of their income for housing.” The 
actual text from the Sanders-Biden recom-
mendations reads: “Housing in America 
should be stable, accessible, safe, healthy, 
energy efficient and, above all, affordable. No 
one should have to spend more than 30 per-
cent of their income on housing.” For per-
spective, when one searches online for “what 
percentage of my income should go towards 
housing in order for me to qualify for a mort-
gage” – the answer is: “The 28% Rule,” which 
says “you should not spend more than 28 
percent of your monthly gross income on 
your mortgage payment.” Well darn it. Those 
sneaky bankers really are socialists after all!

Nowhere in the recommendations is it 
stated, as Mr. Shandor implies, that the gov-
ernment will either pay the 30 percent or 
make up any difference up to 30 percent. 
However, the recommendations emphasize 
the importance of fair wages and reversing 
Trump-era changes to the tax code to 

Dear Editor:
In response to the recent vandalism of 

the Holodomor memorial in Kyiv, Nicholas 
Kocherha, president of the Ukrainian 
Genocide Famine Foundation – USA Inc., 
sent a letter to the president of Ukraine, 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, in which he stated 
that “the foundation …considers the act to 
be an insult which is unacceptable in a dem-
ocratic state. The sculpture stands as a 
reminder to the Ukrainian people, and the 
whole world of our history, and the price of 
freedom that cost the lives of tens of mil-
lions of Ukrainians… for over a century the 
Ukrainian diaspora has been doing every-
thing possible to establish worldwide recog-
nition of Ukraine; and with the joint efforts 
of Ukrainians across the globe, many coun-
tries now acknowledge the Genocide of 
Ukrainians in 1932-1933, during which 
over 10 million Ukrainians were extermi-
nated… the bronze sculpture must be 
restored and installed in its dedicated place.”

Mr. Kocherha urged President Zelenskyy 
“…to take personal control of the investiga-
tion into the act of vandalism, apprehend 
and prosecute the criminals, in accordance 
with the laws of Ukraine” and “to ensure 
adequate state protection of the memorial.” 
He noted: “This should never occur in our 
homeland and enemies should not be 
allowed to destroy our historical memory.”

The UGFF-USA, Inc. is grateful to the 
organizations that expressed strong con-
demnation of the memorial’s desecration 
and to President Zelenskyy for his condem-
nation of such acts against the memory of 
the millions of victims and his directive to 
law enforcement to investigate.

Marie Slobidsky
Chicago

The letter writer executive secretary of 
the Ukrainian Genocide Famine Foundation 
– USA, Inc.

decrease extreme income inequality. There 
is more, but I think my point is made.

Tania Vitvitsky
Sudbury, Mass.

The letter-writer is outreach coordinator 
of the Ukrainian Americans for Biden 
Steering Committee.

Our heritage
and this election

About the fear
of ‘radical socialism’

Misrepresentations
and the 28% rule

UGFF-USA Inc.
expresses gratitude

 LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Orest Deychakiwsky may be reached at 
odeychak@gmail.com. (Continued on page 12)

The Ukrainian Weekly welcomes letters to the editor that react to articles published 
on its pages. Opinions expressed by letter-writers are their own and do not necessarily 
reflect the opinions of either The Weekly editorial staff or its publisher, the Ukrainian 
National Association.

Letters must be signed (anonymous letters are not published). The daytime phone 
number, e-mail address and complete mailing address of the letter-writer must be given 
for verification purposes. 

The length of letters cannot exceed 250 words. Letters may be edited or abridged. 
The Weekly reserves the right to edit for clarity, civility and accuracy.

Letters should be sent to  staff@ukrweekly.com or to The Ukrainian Weekly, 2200 
Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054.
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by Matthew Dubas

JENKINTOWN, Pa. – The Provincial 
Council of the Sisters of Saint Bail the Great 
on October 8 announced the closure of Saint 
Basil Academy in Jenkintown, Pa., at the end 
of the 2020-2021 school year after nearly 90 
years of service to the community. The all-
girls’ high school was founded by the sisters 
in 1931. The sisters noted that the decision 
was painful, difficult and heartbreaking.

In a statement posted on Facebook, the 
Sisters of Saint Basil explained: “As we close 
this final chapter in our school’s history, we 
will continue providing quality education 
for our students until our last day, and we 
will work closely with families and faculty 
to help them find alternative choices for 
their futures.”

An informative online meeting was host-
ed on October 13 to answer many ques-
tions from the community, and to explain 
the plan for the next eight months. 

The school explained its financial hard-
ships, including not being able to sustain 
the school on tuition alone, even after hav-
ing launched a vigorous Sustainability 
Campaign – appealing to families, alumnae 
and other contributors to help save the 
school. The campaign ultimately fell short 
of its goals to establish a $3 million to $5 
million endowment, generating $300,000 
in annual giving and retaining at least 60 

students for the freshman class.
The school administration expressed its 

appreciation to all who contributed time 
and money toward the effort, but sadly 

noted the impact of COVID-19 on families 
and the realization that the school cannot 
overcome the monumental financial and 
enrollment challenges that have resulted in 

decreased enrollment and less revenue 
through tuition.

Sister Dorothy Ann Busowski (OSBM), 
provincial superior of the Sisters of Saint 
Basil the Great, stated in her informative 
letter to the community: 

“…As we close this last chapter in our 
school’s long and proud history, we hope to 
continue to provide for our students 
through the end of the school year. Pending 
COVID-19 regulations, we are committed to 
fostering a full year of academics, athletics, 
drama and student traditions. We recognize 
the challenges this decision presents to our 
students who hoped to finish their tenure 
here at Saint Basil Academy, and we are cur-
rently exploring all options to enable our 
students to find alternative choices for their 
futures. …Throughout the school year, we 
will take great care to honor the legacy of 
Saint Basil Academy and the dearly held 
memories of its alumnae, families and facul-
ty, and we ask that you join us in honoring 
the many lives our school and our commu-
nity have changed for the better.”

In addition to founding St. Basil 
Academy, the Sisters of Saint Basil the Great 
based in Jenkintown, Pa., were also instru-
mental in building a printing house, Manor 
College and the Basilian Spirituality Center.

For additional information, readers can 
visit Saint Basil Academy’s website, www.
stbasilacademy.org.

by Ulana Pryjmak

NEW YORK – After 46 years of calling 
Manhattan its home, the Ukrainian Sports 
Club of New York (known by its Ukrainian 
acronym YCK) has announced its move to a 
new home in Brooklyn. The announcement 
was officially made on September 13 by the 
club’s president, Willie Zinkewitsch, and 
the club’s doors were closed.

The club purchased the building at 122 
Second Ave. in late 1974, after the club sold 
its field in Flushing, Queens. When the 
building was first purchased, it was primari-
ly commercial, fully rented, except for the 
ground and second floors. Commercial and 
residential tenants occupied the third, 
fourth and fifth floors. After the purchase 
was finalized, the club renovated the ground 
floor as well as the second floor with the 
guidance of George Rycar, the architect of 
record and the clerk of works in 1975.

Over the last five decades, the club has 

meant much to thousands of people, always 
welcoming its members and their guests 
with a smile at this unique location in the 
heart of the East Village Ukrainian neigh-
borhood. 

As guests entered, they would walk down 
a long hallway with blue and yellow stripes 
(symbolic of the Ukrainian flag), to a lobby 
with an amazing mural of printed articles 
and photographs of the N.Y. Ukrainians soc-
cer teams over the years. The opposite wall 
of the lobby was filled with a display of the 
club’s many trophies won throughout the 
years. From there, guests would ascend a 
few steps to a classic no-frills bar, with 
sports matches being shown on any or all of 
its three television sets. 

The club has served as a base of opera-
tions for its two Ukrainian soccer teams, 
hosted countless memorable social and 
community events, including book read-
ings, poetry (Yara Arts Group events), holi-
day parties and fund-raisers (for example, 

for the New York branch of the Ukrainian 
American Youth Association), and was a 
venue for significant meetings of members 
and the club’s board of directors. The club 
has also hosted many other Ukrainian club 
teams and their followers: Dynamo Kyiv, 
Shakhtar Donetsk, FC Karpaty, just to name 
a few, when they qualified in the UEFA 
Champions League and Europa League 
Championships.

Thousands of people have walked 
through the club’s doors over the years, and 
each of them could probably cite a memora-
ble moment that happened there. Mr. 
Zinkewitsch said it has been his “second 
home, watching international soccer match-
es via Setanta Broadcasting, when few 
sports bars in New York City were able to 
broadcast live games.” He added: “The 2006 
World Cup, hosted by Germany, was one of 
the most exciting moments at YCK. We host-
ed many different ethnic soccer fans sup-
porting their World Cup teams to the finals.” 

When it comes down to a place to watch 
international soccer, “YCK was the place to 
be in the Lower East Side/East Village,” Mr. 
Zinkewitsch said. In addition to soccer, box-
ing became a second sport of interest for 
many people to gather here, particularly 
when the Klitschko brothers – Vitali and 
Wladimir – fought and defended their 
heavyweight championship titles.

Dr. Nicholas Skirka fondly recalled: “I 
remember playing cards in YCK when we 
occupied two floors. I was teaching at St. 
George [Academy], coaching the youth 
team and playing for YCK from 1975 to 
1980. Sadly, Manhattan has become over-
crowded and too expensive. It is time for us 
to sell and move out. When YCK occupied 
two floors, we had some joyous celebra-
tions and gatherings. I have some fond 
memories of the YCK building.”

Bohdan Pryjmak noted: “In 1985 my 
family and I celebrated my first holy com-
munion on the second floor. It was a great 

time to be an 8-year-old, because my entire 
extended family was there to celebrate, 
along with plenty of room for all of the kids 
to run around. Ever since then, 122 Second 
Ave. has always been a great place to meet 
up with family and friends.”

Iurii Vovk stated: “Back in 2013, I moved 
from Massachusetts to the tri-state area. It 
was a surprise while walking on Second 
Avenue in Manhattan that I saw the sign 
Український Спортовий Клюб (Ukrainian 
Sports Club). I was so impressed when I 
walked in and saw all the trophies. I 
learned about the great history of our club 
that dates back to 1947. I signed up for the 
reserve soccer team. Since 2013, I am an 
active soccer player of YCK. I have great 
memories meeting with teammates at the 
club, especially for Christmas parties and 
inauguration ceremonies.”

The club’s building in Manhattan was 
sold in 2016, but the club remained in the 
back of the ground floor. The decision to 
move out has been a very difficult one. The 
rental lease has expired and the club is 
ready to find a new permanent location. 

There are many unforgettable memories 
at the club that its members and guests will 

The logo of the Ukrainian Sports Club 
N.Y.

 COMMUNITY CHRONICLE

Ukrainian Sports Club NY headed to Brooklyn

Saint Basil Academy announces closure at end of school year

The Class of 2020 of Saint Basil Academy.

Boxing up club trophies and other items for the move.
Ulana Pryjmak

Saint Basil Academy/Facebook

(Continued on page 15)
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persuades and tries, the international coali-
tion continues to support Ukraine, more-
over, it is reaching a new level. We have 
retained the bicameral support of the 
United States. Ukraine and Great Britain 
have officially become strategic partners. 
Relations between Ukraine and Turkey 
have reached an unprecedented level. 
Canada remains a reliable partner for us,” 
he said in the president’s annual statement 
to the Verkhovna Rada on October 20. Mr. 
Zelenskyy said that, according to experts, 
the recent Ukraine-EU summit and the 
joint statement following it, for the first 
time, highlight the partnership between 
Ukraine and the European Union. “They 
note our successes, in particular, the tangi-
ble progress in the implementation of the 
Association Agreement, all the prerequi-
sites for ‘industrial visa-free travel,’ the 
Agreement on Common Aviation Space 
with the EU, deeper integration of 
Ukrainian markets with European ones, as 
well as a clear message that the visa-free 
regime between Ukraine and Europe is not 
in danger. Whoever tells you anything. This 
also applies to cooperation with the IMF, 
which we continue, as well as with the 
World Bank and EBRD,” he said. The presi-
dent also said that today Ukraine is actually 
recreating a constructive dialogue and 
good-neighborly relations with Hungary, 
Romania and Poland. Along with Poland 
and Lithuania, the Lublin Triangle was 
founded as a platform for political, econom-
ic and social interaction. “I consider anoth-
er fact to be an imperceptible, but really 
important victory on the world arena: the 
phrase ‘The world is tired of Ukraine’ has 
disappeared at the international level. We 
have given the image of our state a new 
content. They started to look at Ukraine in 
a new way, to perceive as constructive, reli-
able and, therefore, an equal player; as a 
country that appreciates any support, but 
hopes, first of all, for itself. Since it under-
stands that no one will embody transfor-
mations for us, no one will create a success-
ful country for us,” he said. Mr. Zelenskyy 
also said that Ukraine has become proac-
tive on the international stage. In particular, 
it took the initiative to create in Kyiv the 
headquarters of the International Office for 
Counteracting Disinformation and 
Propaganda. (Interfax Ukraine)

Zelenskyy on Ukraine in NATO

Ukraine is moving towards full member-
ship in the North Atlantic Alliance, 
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said in an 
interview with the BBC’s “HARDtalk” on 

October 12. “Today we have become a 
NATO partner with enhanced opportuni-
ties. We are heading to NATO,” the presi-
dent said. “NATO is security in our region. 
We understand that,” he added. He noted 
that Ukraine has a powerful army of 
200,000 servicemen, and that the material 
and technical provision of the Ukrainian 
army is constantly updated. “I tell the 
United States, the countries of the 
European Union, I tell everyone: if you do 
not want to lose Ukraine, you must support 
it. And NATO membership is a very impor-
tant signal to the Russian Federation and it 
is the most important support,” he said. To 
the BBC host’s remark that some European 
high-ranking officials consider Ukraine’s 
membership in NATO and the European 
Union a fantasy, Mr. Zelenskyy replied that 
the war between Ukraine and Russia was 
once considered a fantasy as well. 
(Presidential Office of Ukraine)

Russia urged to stop violations in Crimea

The European Union has denounced 
forced military conscription of residents in 
the Russian-occupied Crimea region and 
called on Moscow to “stop all violations of 
international law” on the peninsula. “This 
is part of continued efforts to undermine 
Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integ-
rity, with further attempts to forcibly inte-
grate the illegally annexed Crimea and 
Sevastopol into Russia,” a spokesman for 
EU foreign policy chief Josep Borrell said in 
a statement on October 15. The spokes-
man, Peter Stano, said the EU “does not, 
and will not” recognize the annexation and 
expects Russia to “stop all violations of 
international law” on the peninsula. Russia 
occupied and seized Crimea from Ukraine 
in March 2014 and threw its support 
behind militants in Ukraine’s east, where 
some 13,200 people have been killed in the 
ongoing conflict. The EU has imposed sev-
eral rounds of sanctions on individuals and 
entities accused of undermining Ukraine’s 
territorial integrity and sovereignty. (RFE/
RL)

Biden rejects unverified report

Election campaign officials for former 
Vice-President Joe Biden have dismissed a 
report in The New York Post that he met a 
senior official from a Ukrainian energy firm 
at the center of a controversy over the dis-
missal of a prosecutor investigating the 
company. The Post did not give evidence 
the meeting had taken place, but based its 
October 14 report on unverified e-mails it 
said it had received from Trump surro-
gates. Social-media platforms Facebook 
and Twitter restricted sharing of the article 

(Continued on page 15)
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Ethnic leaders, former ambassadors warn of Trump’s attacks on NATO
Editor’s note: The press release below was 

sent by a coalition of ethnic community lead-
ers (among them Ukrainians) and former 
U.S. diplomats.

WASHINGTON – A group of American 
ethnic leaders from Central and Eastern 
Europe (CEE), together with former U.S. 
ambassadors to NATO and 14 CEE nations; 
Gen. Wesley Clark, former NATO Supreme 
Allied Commander; and Ambassador Mark 
Brzezinski, former U.S. ambassador to 
Sweden; on October 12 announced a cam-
paign warning voters in battleground 
states of the danger that re-election of 
President Donald Trump poses to freedom 
in so many countries of their heritage.

As part of the launch, they have released 
a joint statement, a video, and a print ad 
aimed at highlighting President Trump’s 
ongoing threats to NATO and former Vice-
President Joe Biden’s commitment to 
championing the military alliance as a bul-
wark for the people of Central and Eastern 
Europe against Russian authoritarianism 
and aggression. The campaign is targeted 
to ethnic and social media of Americans 

whose families hail from Central and 
Eastern Europe.

“The ethnic community leaders and for-
mer diplomats who come together today 
know Central and Eastern Europe. They 
know America. And they know Vladimir 
Putin,” said Gen. Clark. “That’s why I join 
them to warn voters, particularly in battle-
ground states, that, because he threatens 
NATO, Donald Trump is dangerous to their 
families’ homelands and to our country. 
Vice-President Joe Biden, on the other 
hand, is a proven champion of NATO and of 
democracy in Europe and around the 
world.”

He added: “Freedom in nations from the 
Baltic to the Black Sea, from bigger states 
such as Ukraine and Poland to smaller ones 
such as Estonia and Montenegro, is on the 
ballot in 2020. In the coming weeks, all of 
us will sound the alarm in every battle-
ground state with direct voter contact – 
phone calls, social media and the rest. The 
stakes are too high to do any less.” 

“As a Ukrainian American I know how 
crucial NATO is not only to peace in Europe 
but also to giving countries as yet outside 

NATO the confidence and courage to stand 
up to the dangers of Russian aggression. 
Ukraine knows this well. The Russian inva-
sion and annexation of Crimea serves as a 
warning to all of Europe and Ukraine today 
serves as Europe’s bulwark and the front-
line against further Russian aggression, 
fighting a hot war on its eastern border,” 
said Ulana Mazurkevich, a Ukrainian 
A m e r i c a n  c o m m u n i t y  l e a d e r  i n 
Pennsylvania.

“After the alliance-weakening Trump 
presidency, renewed American leadership 
is essential. Vice-President Biden’s 
unshakeable and longstanding support for 
NATO will restore the strength of the alli-
ance, so necessary for American and 
European security,” she added.

At a virtual press conference on October 
12, Mr. Brzezinski and Ms. Mazurkevich – 

as well as Gen. Clark and Peter S. Ujvagi, a 
former Ohio state representative and 
Hungarian American community leader – 
described President Trump’s efforts to 
withdraw from NATO, and the long-term 
repercussions for millions of Central and 
Eastern European families.

*  *  *
Among the signatories of the joint state-

ment were activists of the Albanian, 
Bosnian, Croatian, Czech, Hungarian, 
Lithuanian, Macedonian, Polish, Romanian 
and Ukrainian communities. Among the 
ambassadors who signed the statement 
was Steven Pifer, former U.S. ambassador to 
Ukraine. The signatories also included 
activists of the Albanian, Bosnian, Croatian, 
Czech, Hungarian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, 
Polish, Romanian and Ukrainian communi-
ties.
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JOE BIDEN’S VISION FOR AMERICA’S
RELATIONSHIP WITH UKRAINE

WHAT WILL JOE BIDEN DO FOR UKRAINE?

WHAT HAS JOE BIDEN DONE FOR UKRAINE?
During the Obama-Biden Administration, the United States led the international condemnation of 
Russia’s invasion of Crimea and the Donbas:

•  It developed a coordinated sanctions regime with the European Union and other countries, which 
imposed significant costs on Russia for its aggression.

•  It spearheaded the effort to punish Russian President Vladimir Putin by isolating him diplomatically, 
kicking Russia out of the G8, and distancing Putin from the international community to ensure 
that there was “no business as usual.”

Joe Biden was the point person for Ukraine policy, overseeing a broad U.S. effort to support Ukraine. He 
visited Ukraine six times, including during his final week in office. Biden spoke regularly with Ukrainian 
officials, and he encouraged them to keep Ukraine on the path of reform.

•  Under Biden’s leadership, the U.S. helped Ukraine defend against Russian aggression by providing 
training to Ukrainian soldiers, by giving Ukraine critical equipment, including counter-battery 
radars that protected Ukrainian soldiers against incoming fire.

•  Biden championed the Obama-Biden Administration’s initiative to help Ukraine develop a new 
model of economic growth driven by the private sector and based on the rule of law.

To safeguard Ukraine from energy shortages due to a potential Russian gas cut-off, the U.S. worked to 
ensure that Ukraine received the gas to survive through the winter.

Joe Biden took a strong stand against corruption in Ukraine.
•  The U.S. did not just hand over money; the U.S. worked closely with the International Monetary 

Fund and the European Union to condition American support on reforms to fight corruption and 
make Ukraine’s government work for the Ukrainian people.

•  Biden led a bipartisan effort that made the U.S. a lifeline for Ukraine when Ukraine was fighting for 
survival. Thanks in part to U.S. aid, Ukraine remains an independent state, even in the midst of a 
war with Russia.

Joe Biden understands what Donald Trump does not: that Ukraine is fighting to defend its independence 
and sovereignty. Ukraine’s success will contribute to a more stable and secure Europe, which is in America’s 
interest.

Biden will push to end the conflict in Ukraine, and will work with our European allies to support Ukraine as it 
pursues the sovereign, democratic, and prosperous future it deserves.

Joe Biden will provide military assistance to Ukraine, including lethal military equipment, to help Ukraine 
defend itself against Russia.

Joe Biden will engage Ukraine’s government, business, and civic leaders to dismantle corruption and consoli-
date a society that enjoys the rule of law and ensures justice and economic opportunity for its citizens.

I’ve been inspired by [the people of Ukraine], their courage, their resilience, brave 
Ukrainians who never gave up hope for a future of something better, who get up 
and go to work every day for a democratic and united Ukraine.

JOE BIDEN  Kyiv, Ukraine, January 17, 2017

THIS PAID ADVERTISEMENT DOES NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE VIEWS AND POSITION OF THIS PUBLICATION.
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Oyarzabal being negated by Ukraine’s out-
standing goalkeeper Georgiy Bushcan, 
making only his third national appearance 
after three other goalkeepers tested posi-
tive for the coronavirus.

Spain was soon undone at the other end 
when some lackluster goalkeeping from de 
Gea allowed Tsygankov to net the match’s 
lone tally, leaving the Spaniards in a state of 
shock in the very stadium where they had 

beaten Italy 4-0 in the Euro 2012 final.
Ukraine lost 1-2 against Germany on 

October 10 in Kyiv; Ukraine plays against 
Germany again on November 14 in Leipzig 
and against Switzerland on November 17 
in Lucerne. Ukraine is in third place in 
Group 4 with six points (tied with 
Germany) after four matches played. Spain 
leads the group with seven points, and 
Switzerland, in fourth place, has two points.

Ukraine stuns Spain 1-0
by Ihor N. Stelmach

Ukraine pulled off a shocking upset by 
defeating Spain 1-0 in a home match at a 
raucous Olympic Stadium in Kyiv on 
October 13. Ukrainian fans totally savored a 
first-ever victory over the 2010 World Cup 
champions in the UEFA Nations League 
contest.

Andriy Shevchenko’s side took the lead 
against the run of play in the 76th minute 
when Viktor Tsygankov surprised Spain’s 
David de Gea by firing home a shot from 
outside the area after receiving an out-
standing reverse pass from Andriy 
Yarmolenko. Tsygankov entered the match 
in the second half. It was Ukraine’s first 
goal against Spain in 17 years.

The goal was wildly celebrated by the 
entire Ukraine team and the 15,000 fans 
spaced out across the entire stadium, the 
hosts taking advantage of UEFA regulations 
permitting spectators back at certain match-
es in an easing of coronavirus restrictions. 
Ukraine had lost its last three outings, includ-
ing a 4-0 reverse to Spain in Septem ber and 
a 7-1 thrashing at the hands of France in a 
friendly one week prior, after losing six 
players due to COVID-19 positive tests.

“I don’t see myself as a hero. All our team 
are heroes,” said match-winner Tsygankov 

in a post-game press conference.
The result shook up League A/Group 4, 

giving Ukraine an outside chance of finish-
ing atop the group with two matches left on 
the schedule. Spain leads with seven points, 
followed by Germany and Ukraine, each 
with six points, ahead of Switzerland with 
two points.

“I don’t even need to say anything 
because my players have said everything 
with their attitude and commitment,” 
Shevchenko told reporters following the 
match. “It’s their victory, they were simply 
great. The guys have learned their lesson 
after the France game, they accepted the 
changes we suggested and fulfilled our 
plan. It was hard to compete with Spain, 
but we fought all the time and we won lots 
of balls. We wanted to win, and we won.”

Spain took control of the play in the first 
half, monopolizing ball possession, almost 
going ahead with a Sergio Ramos free kick 
striking the bar and Ansu Fati missing the 
net on a clear sight of the goal. Ukraine 
came out stronger in the second half, miss-
ing out on Oleksandr Zubkov’s golden 
chance to take the lead when he deked de 
Gea in the area, only to somehow miss a 
wide-open target.

Spain went for the jugular with midfield-
er Rodri hitting the post and Mikel 

UNA, Inc. is the leading publisher of Ukrainian news in the United States and the publisher of the oldest 
continuously published Ukrainian newspapers in the world: the Ukrainian-language newspaper Svoboda since 
1894 and the English-language newspaper The Ukrainian Weekly since 1933. 

The Ukrainian National Association is excited to conduct a search for our next Editor-in-Chief and an Editor 
for our newspapers.

The Editor-in-Chief will work with the Publisher to set editorial priorities, establishing an exciting new strate-
gic digital direction for the two publications, to include identifying reporters/contributing journalists across the 
globe and developing content categories that will help define the future success of these publications in a 
changing world. 

The Editor will work alongside the Editor-in-Chief in creatively sharing Ukrainian diaspora stories for both a 
global audience and a U.S. domestic audience. 

Main Responsibilities of Editor-in-Chief
Manage all aspects of newspaper production, 

including editorial and design, specifically:
•	 Oversee	 day-to-day	 operations	 of	 the	 publica-
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•	 Prepare	and	review	content	on	all	delivery	plat-

forms, print and digital
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AN EXCITING OPPORTUNITY FOR CREATIVE, INNOVATIVE PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF AND EDITOR

Viktor Tsygankov celebrates with teammates in the lone goal for Ukraine against 
Spain on October 13 in Kyiv.

Twitter/UEFA Euro 2020

getting the word out about protests. Radio Svaboda 
(Radio Liberty), Belsat and other international broad-
casting outlets have also played a key role. Not sur-
prisingly, the Lukashenka regime, a long-time enemy 
of free media, has cracked down with arrests and 
detentions of journalists, revocation of their accredi-
tation, and blocking of the Internet and opposition 
websites. 

And what about the reaction of Belarus’s erstwhile 
ally Russia?

Not surprisingly, Moscow has played a decidedly 
unhelpful role, propping up the Belarusian dictator, 
although for how long is anybody’s guess. Mr. 
Lukashenka and Vladimir Putin have long had a 
tense, complicated relationship. Still, Belarus is 
extremely vulnerable to Russian economic pressure, 
in large part because of Mr. Lukashenka’s lack of both 
economic and political reforms. Mr. Putin holds the 
cards. Russia is unlikely to invade Belarus for the 
simple reason that it does not really need to, given its 
hold. For the time being, Russia is sticking by Mr. 
Lukashenka. 

Russia is wary of the Belarusian people, as it is of 
any people in what it still considers to be its turf. 
Even though the protests are not anti-Russian, the 
very fact that they are pro-democracy makes the 
Kremlin anxious. Similar to Ukraine during the 
Orange Revolution and the Euro-Maidan, Belarus’s 
newfound longing for freedom is most assuredly not 
a good example, from Mr. Putin’s perspective, for the 
Russian people to emulate. And many people in 
Russia are watching.

In addition to the quest for freedom and democra-
cy, we are also witnessing a growth in Belarusian 
national consciousness. Its most visible example is 
the white-red-white national flag, banned in 1995, 
now ubiquitous at every rally, large or small, in Minsk 
and other cities and towns across the country. A truly 
independent Belarus which respects its language, cul-
ture and history, and looks towards its European, 
rather than Russian, heritage most certainly does not 
fit with Mr. Putin’s imperialistic “Russkiy Mir” vision.

What is going on in Belarus is historic. Should the 
protest movement succeed, it would have major rami-
fications not only for Belarus, but for the region and 
for Europe.

Stay tuned for Part 2, where I will also address how 
the United States and our allies, including Ukraine, are 
responding to this ongoing transformation. 

(Continued from page 7)

Belarus on my mind
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ARMED UKRAINE’S INFANTRY
Delivered lethal weapons to Ukraine - enough Javelin mis-
siles to destroy 3/4 of Russian tanks in Donbas, and then 
approved using these anti-tank missiles at the front lines – 
halting Russian advancement.

ARMED UKRAINE’S NAVY
Sold Ukraine enough advanced missile-equipped patrol boats to 
destroy or disable much of Russia’s Black Sea fleet.

FORTIFIED NATO
• NATO Secretary General addressed US Congress to thank 
President Trump for persuading NATO members to accept their 
responsibilities.
• Approved Patriot missiles for Poland to bolster East Europe’s 
air defenses.
• The US military joined Europe’s air forces in “Clear Sky 2018” 
to demonstrate resolve after 2014 Russian invasion.

HALTED RUSSIAN ENERGY 
EXTORTION
Using sanctions, US halted construction on major Russian pipe-
line bypassing Ukraine to Western Europe – forestalling Putin’s 
economic extortion and saving Ukraine billions, while making 
Europeans seek alternative energy sources.

COUNTERED  
RUSSIAN AGGRESSION
To strengthen NATO’s eastern flank, authorized the largest ever 
US military deployment in the region – US units from Germany 
to Poland and US Stryker brigade to a naval base near the 
Black Sea.

VETOED MILITARY SUPPORT
Russia took over Crimea with Obama/Biden vetoing lethal 
weapons for Ukraine.  The Administration then pressured 
Ukraine to “show restraint” while restricting US military pres-
ence to Western Ukraine.

REFUSED MEANINGFUL 
COMMITMENT
Ukraine’s former President pleaded that though welcome, US 
blankets and food rations could not win the war. Obama/Biden 
retorted that, Ukraine as a NATO non-member, may or may not 
be worth fighting for – such ambivalence mirroring the toothless 
Budapest Memorandum. 

DISMISSED RUSSIA  
AS A SERIOUS THREAT
Refused to strengthen NATO and abandoned the missile 
defense shield in Poland and Czech Republic, and instead 
viewed Russia as a “regional power” justifiably extending influ-
ence over her neighbors.

OPENED UKRAINE  
TO RUSSIAN COERCION
Did not push back on Nord Stream gas pipeline construction 
intended to bypass and expose Ukraine to the loss of billions in 
transit fees and to Russian financial coercion. 

SHOWED RELUCTANCE  
TO CONFRONT RUSSIA
For fear of provoking Russia, administration avoided strengthen-
ing NATO’s eastern flank along Ukraine’s border nor deploying 
naval and air defense forces there.  Instead, they slashed ear-
marked military funding – redirecting it to ‘progressive’ social 
programs.

REPUBLICAN
ACTIONS

DEMOCRAT
PLATITUDES

Paid for by the Suburban Council of Ukrainian Voters (www.scuvoters.com) and not authorized by any candidate or candidate’s committee.

F o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n :  w w w . U k r a i n i a n s F o r T r u m p . c o m

VOTE REPUBLICAN
TO SAVE AMERICA AND UKRAINE

UKRAINIAN AMERICANS FOR

TRUMP
« « « « « « « « « «

THIS PAID ADVERTISEMENT DOES NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE VIEWS AND POSITION OF THIS PUBLICATION.
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TO ALL MEMBERS OF UNA BRANCH 381

As of October 1, 2020, the secretary’s duties of Branch 381 were 
assumed by Bohdana Puzyk, appointed interim Branch secretary, 
pending Branch offi cers election in Spring 2021.

We ask all members of this Branch to direct all correspondence 
regarding membership and insurance to the address listed below:

Mrs. Bohdana Puzyk
664 Clear Creek Drive

Osprey, FL 34229

Tel.: 941-966-5241 • puzyk@unainc.org

to provide more significant opportunities 
for society to decide how to develop the 
state. The goal is “significantly reformatting 
the principles of our political system,” and 
the Presidential Office aims to give society 
tools for communicating its expectations to 
the government. “Not only referendums 
can be used as a tool of direct influence of 
citizens on the content of public policy. 
Polls are another tool,” notes the statement.

On October 20, it was reported that the 
poll would be funded by the Servant of the 
People party.

Critics underline the legal issues raised 
by this poll, particularly unlawful agitation. 
In his addresses to the nation, the president 
uses slogans from his party’s local election 
campaign. “Doubtful manipulative polls 
that contradict the election law will not 
help the current government,” wrote Petro 
Poroshenko on his Facebook page. 
“Someone in the Presidential Office said 
that this poll seemed to be a democracy. 
This is not true and a manipulation. 
Conducting a ‘poll’ on election day is a loot-
ing of the Constitution of Ukraine and inter-
national election standards,” Ukraine’s ex-
president commented.

“We emphasize that the poll proposed to 
be held on October 25, unlike the referen-
dum, will not have direct legal consequenc-
es,” the Presidential Office stated. “The 
need for this form of direct democracy is 
because the content of politics in the state 
should be determined by the people, not 
only those who have enough media influ-
ence and money to manipulate the impres-
sion of public opinion in their interests. 
This is how true democracy works.” 

President Zelenskyy announced that he 
would unveil one question per day out of 
the five asked in the poll. However, after 
two videos explaining the questions, the 
Presidential Office revealed all the remain-
ing questions at once.

The first question in the nationwide poll 
will be, “Should life imprisonment for cor-
ruption of a particularly large scale be 
introduced?” Life imprisonment is the high-
est measure of punishment in Ukraine; it 
replaced the death penalty. It is applied 
only in exceptional cases. As of January 1, 
2020, 1,536 people are serving life sentenc-
es in Ukraine.

Among the crimes for which life impris-
onment may be imposed are a terrorist act 
that resulted in death, the use of weapons 
of mass destruction, resulting in death or 
other serious consequences; genocide; 
rape of a person under the age of 14, com-
mitted repeatedly; and encroachment on 
the territorial integrity and inviolability of 
Ukraine, which resulted in the death of 
people or other serious consequences.

The second question in the nationwide 
poll will be, “Do you support the creation of 
a free economic zone in the Donbas?” A 
free economic zone is a type of special eco-
nomic zone designated by various coun-
tries’ trade and commerce administrations. 
The term is used to select areas where 
companies are taxed very lightly or not at 
all in order to encourage economic activity. 
According to the 1999 Revised Kyoto 
Convention, a “free zone” refers to “a part 
of the territory of a contracting party 
where any goods introduced are generally 
regarded, insofar as import duties and 
taxes are concerned, as being outside the 
customs territory.” Each country deter-
mines its own taxation rules. From the 
president’s announcement, it is unclear 

which rules he proposes for the Donbas 
and what the proposed borders of this zone 
are to be.

“The main problems of the Donbas are 
the format and efficiency of the peace pro-
cess, as well as the de-occupation and rein-
tegration of territories,” pointed out Kira 
Rudyk, a national deputy and head of the 
Holos party. “It seems that the president’s 
entourage is finally losing its sense of reality. 
The second question from the president for 
the ‘poll’ shows the doubtfulness of this idea 
and the helplessness of the head of state.”

“The only positive thing is that the presi-
dent’s team has finally started reading our 
[Holos’s] ‘Strategy for the Cold Deoccupation 
of Crimea and the Donbas.’ We presented it 
back in February. Unfortunately, they read it 
from the end – because first our lands must 
be liberated from the Russians, and only 
then should we take care of economic 
zones,” Ms. Rudyk added.

Question number three is: “Is it neces-
sary to downsize the Verkhovna Rada of 
Ukraine to 300 deputies?” Twenty years 
ago, President Leonid Kuchma initiated a 
referendum that had a similar question on 
the ballot. “Would you agree to reduce the 
number of national deputies of Ukraine 
from 450 to 300?” was a question posed to 
voters on April 16, 2000. An overwhelming 
91 percent (or 26.7 million Ukrainians) 
supported the decrease in the number of 
deputies. Among other issues in the 2000 
referendum were the deputies’ immunity, 
the introduction of a second chamber of 
Parliament and a president’s right to sus-
pend the Verkhovna Rada. However, the 
changes were never implemented because 
the referendum’s constitutionality was 
questioned. The Venice Commission that 
reviewed the case confirmed the referen-
dum’s questionable nature, noting that it 
should be reviewed by the Constitutional 
Court of Ukraine.

The fourth question on October 25 is: “Do 
you support the legalization of cannabis for 
medical purposes – to reduce pain in criti-
cally ill patients?” Former Minister of Health 
Ulana Suprun wrote on her official Facebook 
page that “Cannabis should be available to 
all patients who need it. There are about 2 
million such patients in Ukraine.” Cannabis 
is needed by more than 20,000 children 
with drug-resistant forms of epilepsy 
(untreatable by traditional drugs), hundreds 
of thousands of cancer patients, more than 
100,000 patients under palliative care, and 
tens of thousands of war veterans with post-
traumatic stress disorder.

Using cannabis for medical purposes is 
standard world practice, as the healing prop-
erties of cannabis are recognized. Medicines 
based on it are allowed in 44 countries, 
including the EU member states Poland, the 
Czech Republic, Croatia, Belgium, Germany 
and Austria, as well as Canada and the 
United States. Today, the use and storage of 
marijuana in Ukraine are illegal. Cannabis, 
cannabis resin, cannabis extracts and tinc-
tures are included on the list of “Significantly 
dangerous narcotic drugs, the circulation of 
which is prohibited.”

The final question in Mr. Zelenskyy’s 
plebiscite – “Does Ukraine need to raise the 
issue of using the security guarantees set 
out in the Budapest Memorandum at the 

international level to restore its state sover-
eignty and territorial integrity?” – refers to 
the implementation of provisions of this 
international document from 1994. Under 
the Budapest Memorandum the United 
States, the United Kingdom and Russia pro-
vided unconditional guarantees of security 
for the territorial integrity and sovereignty 
of Ukraine, while the Ukrainian state 
pledged to get rid of nuclear weapons. At 
that time, Ukraine had the world’s third 
largest nuclear arsenal.

According to the Presidential Office, 
“Ukrainians should be asked: ‘Should 
Ukraine raise the issue at the international 
level today: are all the signatories of the 
memorandum fulfilling their commitments, 
or none?’ Then, when the government 
receives a mandate from the people, it will 
appeal to the signatory states of the memo-
randum to fulfill their obligations.”

“Updating the provisions of the 
Budapest Memorandum can help our coun-
try restore the opportunities lost during 
that time, creating much stronger negotiat-
ing positions together on Donetsk, Luhansk 
and Crimea,” reads the explanatory state-
ment released after the president 
announced the poll’s fifth question.

According to a survey conducted by the 
Kyiv International Institute of Sociology on 
October 17-19, 41 percent of Ukrainians 
will not trust the results of the nationwide 
poll initiated by President Zelenskyy on 
election day, and 43 percent will trust them. 
At the same time, 44 percent of respondents 
believe that the poll represents the presi-
dent’s sincere intention to hear the opinion 
of the majority, while 44 percent believe it is 
a political ploy to achieve his own goals. 
Residents of the western part of the country 
have the most faith in the sincerity of inten-
tions and trust in the answers to Mr. 
Zelenskyy’s five questions. Fifty-five percent 
of respondents said they intended to take 
part in the presidential poll.

(Continued from page 1)

President Zelenskyy...
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October 29 Book talk, “Avant-Garde Art in Ukraine. 1910-1930: 
Online Contested Memory” by Myroslav Shkandrij, Columbia 
 University, https://harriman.columbia.edu

October 30 through Exhibit, “Moving Forward in a Time of Change: Our New 
November 1 Relationship to the World We Live In,” Ukrainian 
 Institute of Modern Art, 773-227-5522 or 
 www.uima-chicago.org

October 31 through Gerdany (beaded necklace) workshop with Stefanie
November 7 Milan Milinchek, Ukrainian History and Education Center, 
Somerset, NJ www.ukrhec.org

November 1 East Coast online fund-raiser, with keynote speaker Anne 
Online Applebaum, Ukrainian Catholic Education Foundation, 
 www.ucef.org or 773-235-8462

November 1-30 Virtual art exhibit, “Holodomor: A Remembrance,” with
Online  works by Lydia Bodnar-Balahutrak, Ukrainian American 
 Cultural Club of Houston, www.uacch.net

November 8 Midwest online fund-raiser, with keynote address by 
Online Metropolitan-Archbishop Borys Gudziak, Ukrainian 
 Catholic Education Foundation, www.ucef.org

November 24 Webinar with Valentyna Kharkhun, “Dealing with a 
Online Contested Past: ‘Monument Wars’ in Ukraine and the 
 U.S.A.,” Columbia University, http://harriman.columbia.edu/
 event/virtual-event-dealing-contested-past-monument-
 wars-ukraine-and-usa

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events 
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions 
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors 
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.

Mykhailo Horyn and Oles Shevchenko, also 
national deputies, laid down in the path of 
Patriarch Alexy’s limousine, but were 
dragged away by police.

When Patriarch Alexy and Metropolitan 
Filaret were inside the cathedral, protesters 
outside chanted slogans: “Down with the 
party clerics,” “Alexy out of Sophia,” “Out of 
the cathedral.”

Provocateurs were seen pushing and 
shoving protesters, as a busload of riot 
police waited on streets just off the square.

Following the service, a banquet was 
held in honor of Patriarch Alexy and 
Metropolitan Filaret. At the banquet, a 
group of national deputies succeeded in 
delivering a statement to the patriarch, not-
ing his “ill-timed arrival” in Kyiv and his 
decision to hold a religious service in St. 
Sophia Cathedral, “the historic center of the 
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox 
Church,” and characterized the patriarch’s 
decision as showing “contempt for religious 
and national sentiment in Ukraine and 
interference in Ukraine’s internal affairs.”

At the Rukh congress, Oleksander 
Mosiyuk, vice-chairman of the Kyiv City 
Council, stressed that the ROC had been 
warned that its decision to hold the liturgy 
at St. Sophia was “an imperial provocation,” 
and said that Patriarch Alexy is “a man 
more interested in politics than religion.” 
He also noted the undue use of force 
against the protesters by the police.

Mr. Horyn, vice-chairman of Rukh and 
chairman of its Political Council, added: 
“Particularly today, on the last day of our 
congress, and one week after the arrival of 
Patriarch Mstyslav, this is seen as a purely 
political action aimed at keeping Ukraine 
within the bounds of the empire. This is a 
farce.”

The Weekly’s editorial of November 4, 
1990, expressed the hope of the time: “…it is 
sincerely hoped that the people of Ukraine 
will see the Ukrainian Autocephalous 
Orthodox Church and the Ukrainian Catholic 
Church as the religious institutions they 
have been in the past, as the spiritual force 
so needed in a country striving for its free-
dom and independence.”

Source: “Thousands in Kiev attempt to 
block St. Sophia Sobor,” by Roma Hadzewycz, 
The Ukrainian Weekly, November 4, 1990.

(Continued from page 6)

Turning...

hold onto forever. There have been a few 
unpleasant memories, like in May 2010, 
when an explosion on the fourth floor of 
the building devastated the property and a 
minor fire occurred shortly thereafter on 
the first floor.

Exciting changes are assured by the club 
as it refocuses for the future, and the club 
will continue to function with their respec-
tive adult and youth athletic programs dur-
ing the transition, with complete support 
for the community along the way. The 
youth program, with volleyball and soccer 
instruction, will be expanding to include 
chess and table tennis, once the COVID-19 
pandemic safeguards have been lifted. The 
youth program is scheduled to continue its 
operations in the East Village, but in a 

neighboring building. 
In the meantime, the club’s board of 

directors is also going through a restructur-
ing, with aims to expand membership, 
increase participation in matches and tour-
naments, and find a new home in a location 
closer to McCarren Park, where the YCK 
adult soccer team plays in Brooklyn. An 
official announcement from the club will be 
forthcoming once a purchase has been 
finalized.

The club’s home on Second Avenue will 
be dearly missed, but the club looks for-
ward to finding another remarkable loca-
tion for the organization to continue to 
thrive for generations to come. 

For additional information, readers can 
visit the club’s website, www.ukrainians-
portsclubny.com, as well as its Facebook 
(www.Facebook.com/YCK1947) and 
Instagram (www.Instagram.com/FC_
NYUkrainians) pages.

(Continued from page 9)

Ukrainian Sports...

Russia is thus left to interact with 
Germany and France, Ms. Shevtsova contin-
ues. But that is “almost suicide” for a 
Kremlin elite that thinks of itself as a great 
power because it has dealt with the United 
States as one for so long. The devaluation of 
those ties is undermining the Kremlin’s 
vision of itself and the vision it wants 
Russians to accept.

To be sure, she says, “an influential lobby 
that has devoted its life to relations with 
Russia remains. This lobby is trying to 
return to Russia the role as the main threat 
for America” – either as a country with 
which Washington can cooperate or as one 
with which it must impose sanctions and 
other containment measures.

According to Ms. Shevtsova, President 
Vladimir Putin “understands the impor-

tance of the U.S. for Russia’s great power 
status.” That’s why he has recently called 
for renewing a dialogue between the two 
countries. But the U.S. hasn’t responded, 
thus threatening the Kremlin’s ability to 
use its ties with Washington as evidence of 
its great power status.

This is one of the most compelling rea-
sons why the Kremlin leader now hopes for 
the victory of Joe Biden rather than Donald 
Trump in the upcoming American elec-
tions. He believes that a Biden administra-
tion will change course and focus more on 
Moscow, something Mr. Putin needs to 
maintain his self-image, the analyst argues.

 “Of course,” Ms. Shevtsova concludes, 
“the Kremlin isn’t interested in the return 
of America to messianism and efforts to 
restore its role as the world hegemon.” It 
only wants to prevent Washington from 
ignoring Russia and thus reducing its status 
because of its focus on the rising power of 
China.

(Continued from page 6)

Russia remains...

pending third-party fact-checking over con-
cerns of misinformation with just three 
weeks left until the November 3 election. 
“Investigations by the press, during 
impeachment ,  and even by two 
Republican-led Senate committees whose 
work was decried as ‘not legitimate’ and 
political by a GOP colleague have all 
reached the same conclusion: that Joe 
Biden carried out official U.S. policy toward 
Ukraine and engaged in no wrongdoing. 
Trump administration officials have attest-
ed to these facts under oath,” Biden cam-
paign spokesman Andrew Bates said in a 
statement. “Moreover, we have reviewed 
Joe Biden’s official schedules from the time 
and no meeting, as alleged by The New 
York Post, ever took place,” Mr. Bates said. 
The Post article alleges Hunter Biden used 
his influence to introduce an executive at 
the Ukrainian natural gas firm Burisma, 
where Hunter Biden was a paid board 
member, to his father, who at the time was 
leading U.S. policy toward Ukraine as vice-
president. The Post said an e-mail sent 
from Vadym Pozharskyi, a top executive at 
Burisma, to Hunter Biden in April 2015 
revealed a meeting between the Ukrainian 
and the former vice-president about a year 
after Hunter Biden joined the Burisma 
board despite having no experience in the 
natural gas sector. “Dear Hunter, thank you 
for inviting me to D.C. and giving an oppor-
tunity to meet your father and spent [sic] 
some time together. It’s realty [sic] an 
honor and pleasure,” the e-mail reads 
according to the newspaper. Another 
unverified e-mail from May 2014 allegedly 
shows Mr. Pozharskyi asking Hunter Biden 
for “advice on how you could use your 
influence” on Burisma’s behalf. The e-mails, 
if true, would contradict Joe Biden’s claim 
that he’s “never spoken to my son about his 
overseas business dealings.” Donald 
Trump, who is trailing Mr. Biden in most 
polls heading into the November 3 election, 
has repeatedly drawn attention to Hunter 
Biden’s work in Ukraine, including an 
unproven allegation that his father, the for-
mer vice-president, pressured Ukraine to 
fire its top prosecutor, Viktor Shokin, in an 
attempt to block an investigation into 
Burisma. Mr. Trump blasted the social-
media platforms for restricting access to 
what he called the “smoking gun” e-mails, 

while White House press secretary 
Kayleigh McEnany accused them of censor-
ship. “This is part of our standard process 
to reduce the spread of misinformation,” 
said Facebook spokesperson Andy Stone. 
Twitter said it was limiting the article’s 
spread due to questions about “the origins 
of the materials” included in the article. The 
Post reported it had obtained the e-mails 
from the owner of a computer repair shop 
in Delaware, who said a customer had 
dropped off a computer in April 2019 and 
never picked it up. The storeowner could 
not identify the customer as Hunter Biden, 
but said the laptop had a sticker from the 
Beau Biden Foundation, named after 
Hunter’s late brother. The shop owner 
reportedly notified federal authorities 
about the computer, which was said to have 
been seized by the FBI in December. The 
Post said that before turning over the hard 
drive, the shop owner made a copy of it and 
gave it to former New York Mayor Rudy 
Giuliani, who is Trump’s personal lawyer. 
The chairman of the Senate Homeland 
Security Committee confirmed the panel is 
probing e-mails released in the report. Mr. 
Giuliani has been involved in finding com-
promising information on Mr. Biden, 
including engaging with a Ukrainian politi-
cian the U.S. government says is “an active 
Russian agent” seeking to undermine U.S. 
elections. These issues came to the fore 
briefly again in late September with a con-
troversial report by Republican senators 
focusing on the older and younger Bidens’ 
activities in Ukraine and when the two can-
didates sparred over the same matters in 
their first presidential candidate debate on 
September 29. (RFE/RL, with reporting by 
AFP, DPA, The Hill, Fox News and The New 
York Post)

6,719 coronavirus cases in 24 hours

Ukraine has registered a record 6,719 
new coronavirus cases in the past 24 hours, 
it was reported on October 21, bringing the 
total number of confirmed COVID-19 cases 
to 309,107, according to the interactive 
map of the National Security and Defense 
Council of Ukraine. As many as 141 
patients have died from COVID-19, and 
2,686 have recovered in the country over 
the past 24 hours. In total, 5,927 deaths 
and 132,219 recoveries have been record-
ed in Ukraine since the beginning of the 
pandemic. A total of 5,469 COVID-19 cases 
were recorded in Ukraine on October 19. 
(Ukrinform)

(Continued from page 10)
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